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A triple deity (sometimes referred to as threefold, tripled, triplicate, tripartite, triune or triadic, or as a trinity) is
three deities that are worshipped as one. Such deities are common throughout world mythology; the number
three has a long history of mythical associations. Carl Jung considered the arrangement of deities into triplets
an archetype in the history of religion.
Triple deity - Wikipedia
In Greek mythology the Horae (/ Ëˆ h É”Ë• r iË• /) or Horai (/ Ëˆ h É”Ë• r aÉª /) or Hours (Greek: á½¯Ï•Î±Î¹,
HÅ•rai, pronounced , "Seasons") were the goddesses of the seasons and the natural portions of time.
Horae - Wikipedia
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